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Abstract

An abstract is a short summary of a paper that appears at the
beginning.

1 Introduction

This is the main text of the document. You can just type it like normal.
LaTeX will figure out where the line breaks will be; don’t worry.

If you want a new paragraph, you just leave a blank line between some
text.

2 Making the PDF

This document is called latexhelp.tex. To compile it into latexhelp.pdf,
you would run the command

pdflatex latexhelp.tex

If that command gives you an error in the middle, you have to hit Ctrl-D
to kill it, then fix your error and try compiling again.

3 Another Section

See how I started another section there?
Here is a bulleted list:

• First bullet
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• Second bullet

And here is a numbered list:

1. First thing in the numbered list

(a) Numbered

(b) lists

(c) can

(d) be

(e) nested!

2. Second thing in the outer list.

3.1 This is a subsection heading

Cool.

4 Math

Math is a little more tricky so you might have to rely on Google a bit. The
main thing to know is that you can have “inline math” with single dollar
signs like this formula: x2 + 3x− 7. And then you can have bigger formulas
that go on their own line with double dollar signs like:

∞∑
i=0

(
1

2

)i

= 2

If you have an especially important formula, you can use the “equation”
environment so that it gets assigned a number:

(
x1 x2 · · · xn

)

y1
y2
...
yn

 =
n∑

i=1

xiyi (1)
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5 Typesetting code

If you just want a little code snippet: cout << ”hooray”<< endl;. Or if you
want a multi-line thing:

for ( int i = 0 ; i < 100 ; ++i ) {
somevar += 2 ; // This C++ comment w i l l appear in the pdf .
return true ;

}
/∗ Note : the preced ing code makes no sense . ∗/
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